
Credit unions and community banks are falling 

behind in the data arms race. According 

to one industry analyst, the gap is growing in the 

adoption rate of advanced analytics between 

smaller financial institutions and their big-bank 

counterparts. Less than 9% of institutions with 

under $1 billion in assets use advanced analytics 

compared to 50% of banks with more than 

$50 billion in assets using advanced analytics*.

According to the US Federal Reserve, one of every four 

community banks has vanished in the past few years.  

Equally concerning, the number of credit unions in the 

US dropped by 19% in the 5 years from 2012 to 2017. 

This may suggest a link between the use of advanced 

analytics and the survival of the smaller-scale financial 

institution. 

How does a community bank or credit union with 

smaller budgets, less internal expertise and less access 

to reliable external expertise than the big banks gain 

access to game-changing analytics technology and 

become a data-driven organization? The answer is 

Axxiome Analytics.
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AXXIOME ANALYTICS
Unlocks the Value of Data in Real-Time

Become a data-driven organization with Axxiome Analytics

Axxiome Analytics is the one-stop-shop for all of 

a bank’s data needs.  It is a modern data management 

product built as a foundational platform to provide banks 

with unfettered access to customer, account, loans 

and deposits data for advanced analytics, executive 

planning, operational reporting and provisioning data for 

compliance and more.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Axxiome Analytics can harness real-time, structured and 

unstructured data as well as curate, ingest and blend 

large volumes of data at scale. With Axxiome Analytics, 

banks can implement a single, governed, data hub 

to provision data for advanced analytics, AML, credit 

bureaus, GL Interface, compliance, management and 

operational reporting.

A robust central data hub allows banks to store and 

process all the data they need to power smarter 

applications from a single source and achieve higher 

performance at a lower TCO, as opposed to building 

bespoke data warehouses with the high development 

and integration risks that come with it. Banks can also 

power AI-based applications to tailor recommendations 

to each customer and offer contextualized advice.

*Reference: https://thefinancialbrand.com/69200/banking-data-analytics-strategy/

https://www.axxiome.com
https://twitter.com/Axxiome
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=bf&trkInfo=AQHW1kPbutKXmQAAAXgRIlFI9G6Y36nNe4HFI5y2920CsHWEBS2LFPI3VJhYJdmkiLJzRFuSr5GhopPMXSlwNp1Es9S8oyafr2pEIF1Q0MMqSf3WvHSj7fAw8GUG_JLO7j_aQnA=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Faxxiome%2Fposts%2F%3FfeedView%3Dall
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WHY CHOOSE AXXIOME ANALYTICS?

Integrates and harmonizes master data and 

transactions from one or more core banking systems 

in batch, near-real-time and real-time modes.  Delivers 

out-of-the box integration with leading core banking 

solutions.

A rules engine that converts banking transactions 

from multiple core banking systems into GL entries for 

posting to a central General Ledger.  The solution can 

be configured to feed entries to any General Ledger 

system.

Out-of-the-box integration with market-leading 

solutions for self-service reporting.

Agnostic to reporting or data extraction software.  

Customer can use any software tool to read and report 

or extract data.

In-memory database to provide split-second 

performance for large- and small-scale queries.

Includes accelerators for Bankers Toolbox AML 

(BAM), Metro2, Customer 360, Vendor 360, ELAN 

Mobile Wallet, GL posting/reconciliation and event-

based notifications.  

Flexible data model design includes banking specific 

KPIs and can be customized to house non-core 

banking data for a full enterprise data warehouse and 

enterprise analytics solution.

Provides a robust set of data engineering tools, 

allowing banks to blend and enrich core banking 

source data with other data sources.

Deployable as a point solution for banking analytics 

or part of the Axxiome Banking suite of software 

products.

Available on premise and in the cloud.

AXXIOME ANALYTICS 
Unlocks the Value of Data in Real-Time
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Solution Components

ABOUT AXXIOME BANKING SUITE

Axxiome Analytics is a part of Axxiome Banking Suite.

Axxiome Banking Suite is Axxiome’s answer to the 

market’s demand of being able to launch new lines 

of business, channels or even a whole new bank in 

only a few weeks. 

The Axxiome Banking Suite includes:

AXXIOME DIGITAL: A Digital, Omnichannel platform 

for Banks. 

AXXIOME PAYMENTS: A payment broker to inte-

grate to national and international payment networks.

AXXIOME CORE: A localised, pre-configured and 

pre-integrated SAP Transactional Banking core to 

run all Deposits and Lending products and maintain 

all customer data.

AXXIOME ANALYTICS: A real-time Analytics plat-

form collecting all data available in the architecture 

and converting it into management and regulatory 

reports, instantly.

Find out more about Axxiome Banking Suite and its 

offerings: axxiome.com/products/axxiome-banking/

https://twitter.com/Axxiome
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=bf&trkInfo=AQHW1kPbutKXmQAAAXgRIlFI9G6Y36nNe4HFI5y2920CsHWEBS2LFPI3VJhYJdmkiLJzRFuSr5GhopPMXSlwNp1Es9S8oyafr2pEIF1Q0MMqSf3WvHSj7fAw8GUG_JLO7j_aQnA=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Faxxiome%2Fposts%2F%3FfeedView%3Dall
https://www.axxiome.com

